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1. INTRODUCTION 
The study of the scattering of coherent waves by deterministic objects 
(single or multiple) imbedded in random media is of great practical impor- 
tance in many branches of modern science and engineering concerning the 
phenomena of scattering of waves. In general, its importance is manifested 
in the following two manners. First, if one hopes to examine the case in which 
the medium is not exactly known but inwhich the probability of the medium in 
anyone of the family of media is known, then one can determine the probability 
that the wave motion is any one of the associated family of wave motions and 
hence the mean (cohenrent) wave motion can be known. Secondly, if one 
hopes to examine the case in which the known medium is very complex and 
the determination of the associated wave motion is impractical, one may 
choose a random medium in which certain statistical properties of wave 
motion is closely related to the actual properties of the wave motion. In 
spite of the importance of this problem, very little has been done except the 
recent work by Chen [l] in which a special case, the scattering of coherent 
wave by a perfectly conducting sphere imbedded in a random medium, is 
considered. 
It is our main purpose in this paper to study the scattering of coherent 
waves by many deterministic objects imbedded in random media. However, 
before we can examine the many-body problem, we must study the single- 
scatterer problem, and this can be done by extending the method proposed 
by Chen [l]. We first present the perturbation analysis for computing the 
expectation (or mean) value of the solution of a general stochastic linear 
partial differential equation. Next, we formulate the problem of scattering 
of waves by an object imbedded in a random medium mathematically as a 
boundary value problem. Upon incorporating the effect of the boundary 
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condition into the stochastc linear partial differential equation by the method 
of “pseudopotential,” we may calculate the coherent wave motion by utilizing 
the previous derived result. We have found that except in a few special cases, 
the coherent wave motion can be computed from the corresponding deter- 
ministic scattering problem with the mean propagation constant K replaced 
by an effective propagation constant kfi. For illustrating the method without 
introducing extraneous details, two special examples are worked out explicitly 
in the Appendix. Finally, some remarks about extending the single-scatterer 
problem to the many-body problem are given. 
2. STOCHASTIC LINEAR PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
The stochastic linear partial differential equation L(q) u = g(q) is a family 
of linear partial differential equations depending upon a parameter q with 
values ranging over a space fz, in which a probability density P(q) is defined. 
The probability density P(q) determines the probability of a given value of 4 
and consequently the corresponding linear partial differential equation of 
the family. If for each value of q there is determined a unique solution u(q) 
of the equation, then u(q) is a random variable with certain probability 
density P,(q). The expectation (or mean) value of u(q), by definition, is 
given by 
It is essential to establish the equation for (u) by perturbation method 
and to investigate its solution, (u). For small random deviation, L(q) and 
g(q) can be expanded into power series of e, where E is a small parameter 
measuring the randomness in L(q) and g(q), and the linear equation becomes 
ITO + G(4) + ~2udl 24 = go + %M + +&d + O(e3>. (2) 
Let 
11 = 110 + EUl + l 2U2 + O(8) (3) 
where obviously 
Lou0 = go - (4) 
If the inverse operator Lb1 is well defined, it can be solved formally from 
Eqs. (2), (3), and (4) that 
u. + a41 + e2u, = EUoL;l(g, - L,u,) + r2L,l(g, - Lzuo - L,zr,) + O(Z), (5) 
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which in turn indicates 
u1 = Li’g, - LT;lLL,u, . (6) 
Thus, Eq. (3) can be written as 
u = 240 + EL;l(gI - L,u,) + 2Lil(g, - L,u, - L,Lilg, + L,L;lL,u,) +0(z), 
(7) 
and its expectation value is 
(u> = uo + &3(g1> - Gw uo) + l 2m<g2> - CL,) 110 
To obtain the equation satisfied by (u), it is still necessary to eliminate u. 
in (8). This can be achieved by deriving the expression of u. in terms of (u), 
correct through terms of order E, from (8) and substituting (4) into (8). Hence 
<u> = uo + l xg1) - 6% <u>) + ~2-m<Llm<gl) + (g2> 
- G~;l&> - 652Xu) - (Ll) m-w (u> 
+ <LJ&l) <u>) + Ok3). (9) 
By applying Lo to both sides of the above equation, the following important 
equation for (u) is established: 
[Lo + dw + ~“((L*) + Gl>mL> - <Lml))I <u> 
= go + a> + c”(<g2> + Gbmg1) - +v&l)) + Ok3). w 
This shows a very interesting phenomenon, the coupling between the dif- 
ferential operators and the inhomogeneous terms forming new inhomogene- 
ous terms. Upon examining the above derivation, one may wonder why the 
extra effort is spent to derive the equation satisfied by (u) and to obtain (u) 
by solving (lo), while (8) already gives the explicit form of (u). This is 
because of the complex expression of (8) which does not suggest any physical 
interpretation of the coherent wave motion to us. On the other hand, upon 
inspecting and solving (lo), we have a much clearer physical understanding 
of (21). All these will be demonstrated in Section 4 later on. 
The above derivation is essentially the same as that of Chen [l]. Keller [2] 
has derived the special form of (10) in which g, = g, = 0. However, both 
of them fail to point out the importance of having both Eqs. (8) and (10). 
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3. GENERAL FORMULATION FOR SINGLE-SCATTERER PROBLEM 
The problem of scattering of a plane wave by an object imbedded in a 
random medium can be formulated mathematically as the following bound- 
ary value problem. For the case of opaque scatterer, the total field satisfies 
the following system of equations, 
V% + kW(f, q) u = 0 (11) 
in the exterior of B, the boundary of the scatterer, the boundary condition 
.Zlz + Z,u = 0 on B, (12) 
where 2, and 2, are two complex constants, and the radiation condition 
,pr& 1 f: I(-&- - iknu) = 0 (13) 
In order to use Eq. (IO), we must incorporate the effect of the boundary 
condition (12) into the partial differential equation (11) such that the new 
partial differential equation with no boundary condition gives exactly the 
same solution as that of (11) and (12) in the exterior region of B and on B. 
For this purpose, we shall formally insert a symbolic operator or a “pseudo- 
potential” (Appendix B in Huang [3], Liu and Wong [4]), LB, as an equiv- 
alent for the boundare condition (12). This approach is justified in the theory 
of partial differential equation in Courant and Hilbert ([5], p. 3 18). In general 
LB is a stochastic operator and its expression is not unique. However, it can be 
shown from the energy flux consideration that L, is a deterministic operator 
for Eq. (12) either equal to II = 0 or equal to au/&z = 0. The special case of a 
perfectly conducting or hard sphere is given in Liu and Wong [4]. Further- 
more, if the object is very dense and quite lossy, L, is approximately a deter- 
ministic operator. Now, Eqs. (11) and (12) are equivalent to 
[V2 + L, + kW(f, q)] u = 0. (14) 
4. SCATTERING OF COHERENT WAVE BY AN OBJECT 
IMBEDDED IN A RANDOM MEDIUM 
For the random media which differ slightly from the homogeneous media, 
n(7, q) has the following form 
n(7, q) = 1 + EW(f, q) + O(2). (15) 
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I f  LB is a deterministic operator, upon comparing (14) and (2) we have 
L,=V2+k2+LB, (16) 
L, = 2k2w(F, q), (17) 
L, = k2u2(f, q), (18) 
and 
g, = g, = g, = 0. 
Hence 
(L,) = 2k2(w) (19) 
and 
(L,) = k2(w2) (20) 
To simplify the problem, (w) = 0 is assumed. Then Equation (10) yields 
L&l + E2KL2) - GWI>)l (u> = w (21) 
with its appropriate radiation condition. The inverse operator L;l can be 
written as the integral operator 
L,lf(F) = - 1 [Gi,(Fp f’) + Gs(f, r’)]f(rl) di: (22) 
where Gi,(f, F’) and G,(f, F’) are the parts of Green’s function of L, due to 
the incident field and the scattered field, respectively. It is well known that 
&“lF-i-i’1 
GinV, 7’) = 4n , i _ f,  , . (23) 
Upon utilizing (17) and (22), we obtain 
(LIL;‘L1) (u) = - 4k4 1 [Gin(f, T’) + G,(F, F’)] C(f, f’) (u(pI, q)) df’ (24) 
where 
C(f, f’) = (w(i, q) up’, q)) (25) 
is the correlation function for the random fluctuation of the medium. Now 
C(f, F’) is assumed to be a function of 8 = 1 f  - f’ ( only. This is appropriate 
when the medium is statistically homogeneous and isotropic in space. 
It is also known that G,(f, P’) is completely determined by the properties 
of the scatterer and hence G,(?, 7’) is quite different for each special case, 
nevertheless it has certain general properties. The three most important 
properties are given in the following: 
(i) It is obvious that the radiation condition (13) insures G,(i, F’) = 0(7-l) 
for k7 > 1 regardless of the boundary condition at B, the size and the 
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shape of the scattere, where r) is the distance measured away from the bound- 
ary of the scatterer. 
(ii) For the class of scatterers fitted in the eleven curvilinear three- 
dimensional coordinates in which the reduced wave equation is separable 
and for Kd Q 1 (a being a typical dimension of the scatterer), 
G,(f, f’) = O(kd)r where r > 0 and depends on the properties of the scatterer. 
To justify this, one has to rely on the method of eigenfunction expansion 
(see the content and notation of [II], Chapter 7). 
Now let ? = (5,) 5s) (a), i;’ = (ti’, [s’, &‘), and [r = constant = (c/2) 
define B, the boundary of the scatterer. 
By the method of eigenfunction expansion, 
Gs(f, f’) = - 4~ (A) p(&‘, 53’) ; A, 
KCK, t3’) W&3 , 43) 
4Y1, > Yd 
where the constant A, is determined by the boundary condition (12) and 
A, = - 
I 
. 
(28) 
Since the eigenfunction yi,(&/2) and y,,(kc/2) are special functions, they 
always can be expanded into asymptotic series of kti for Kd < 1, and hence 
A, = O(Kd)r (that is, G,(f, r’) = O(K#-). However, to show r > 0 one has 
to work out every special case. Instead of doing so, only the cases involving 
spherical scatterer are presented ([I] and Appendix) for the demonstration. 
After all, any smooth convex surface can be approximated to any degree of 
accuracy by a collection of spherical surface-elements with different radii 
(Fig. 1). 
(iii) For the case of smooth convex scatterers and kE> 1, 
G,(F, f’) = O(K6)7 where 7 < 0 and depends on the properties of the scatterer. 
The justification of this result relies solely on the method of “geometrical 
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FIG. 1. The approximation of a smooth convex surface by a collection of elements 
of spherical surfaces is shown. 
theory of diffraction” of Keller [6, 71. S ince the geometrical theory of dif- 
fraction is a constructive method of obtaining asymptotic solutions in dif- 
fraction problems with Kn> 1 and is different in every special case [8, 91, 
only the cases involving spherical scatterer are considered ([l] and Appendix) 
for the demonstration. This is sufficient, because again any smooth convex 
surface can be approximated to within any degree of accuracy by a collection 
of spherical surface-elements with different radii (Fig. 1). 
Next, let us find the situations where 
I, = 
s 
G,(f, 7) C(t) (u(7)) df (2% 
is small enough and of order l . To do so we make use of the first general 
property of G,(?, S’) and obtain I, = 0(1/~). This indicates that I, decreases 
as 7 increases and hence there must exist a boundary layer around the scat- 
terer such that I, = O(r) in the exterior of the layer (Fig. 2). The typical 
thickness of this layer is denoted by X. Furthermore, if the typical dimension 
6 of the scatterer is considered as a new perturbation parameter, from the 
second and the third general properties of G,(7, r’), X can be controlled by 
varying ci. To be more specific, the thickness of the boundary layer decreases 
for both decreasing and increasing of d in the cases of kd < 1 and kd 3 1, 
respectively. 
Since the presence of I, is solely due to the presence of G,(i, 7’) which in 
turn is due to the presence of the scatterer, then the physical interpretation 
of the effect of I, on (u) can only be that I, represents the complex effects 
of interaction between the boundary of the scatterer and the surrounding 
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FIG. 2. The boundary layer in the exterior of the deterministic scatterer is shown. 
random medium. This interaction dies down like the Coulomb force as F 
moves away from B and hence in the region outside the boundary layer 
I, = O(E). Fortunately, in most practical problems, only the scattered far 
field is of great interest and there I, = O(r). 
Now, in the exterior of the boundary layer, the coherent wave (u) satisfies 
the differential-integral equation 
(V2 + k2 + LB + l 2k2 (~2)) (u) + l 24k4 j Gi,(f, 7) C(k) (u(7)) df’ = (4~3). 
(30) 
By employing the mean value theorem for the solution of the Helmholtz 
wave equation in Courant and Hilbert ([5], p. 288), we evaluate the integral 
of (30) by first integrating over the surface of a sphere of radius Y  centered 
at 7. After some algebra, we obtain 
j Gi,(f, 7) C(L) (u(7)) dF’= & (u) j;(e’2x” - 1) C(t) dt. (31) 
Upon substituting (31) into (30) we have 
where 
[V2 + LB + k2A2] (u) = O(S), (32) 
ii2 = 1 + l 2 [(&) - i2k jr (eiPkC - 1) C(t)dt] . (33) 
This means that in the exterior of the boundary layer, (u) can be calculated 
from the equivalent deterministic scattering problem which can be obtained 
from the original deterministic problem (E = 0) by replacing k with the 
effect propagation constant kfi. 
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The imaginary part of Rii is the attenuation constant of the coherent wave 
and it can be shown from (33) as 
Also, 
Im (Kfi) = ck2 /r( 1 - cos 2ke) C(t) dtf for k real. 
Re (KE) > (1 + l 2(w2)) Re (k) 
has been shown by Meecham [lo] and Keller [2]. These show that the effec- 
tive attenuation and the effective phase velocity of the coherent wave are 
increased and decreased, respectively, by the randomness of the medium. 
These are because of the scattering of wave increasing the distance in which 
it travels from one point to another. 
For the case of field point, f, inside the boundary layer, Eqs. (32) and (33) 
do not hold, and we must find other methods of obtaining (u). Fortunately, 
if we know u,, , the wave in the original deterministic problem, we can cal- 
culate (u) numerically from (8) as 
<u> = uo + l 2k2 j- G(f, f’) [<wz> ~~(7) + 4k2 j- G(f’, 7) C(t!)u,(r”) di”] d?’ 
Because of the complex expression of (36), we fail to give any physical inter- 
pretation in detail. This is in striking contrast with the case of 7 outside the 
boundary layer. 
Finally, for illustrating the method and the result of this section without 
introducing extraneous details, two simple examples are worked out explicitly 
in the Appendix. 
5. SCATTERING OF COHERENT WAVE BY MANY OBJECTS 
IMBEDDED IN A RANDOM MEDIUM 
When many deterministic objects are imbedded in a random medium 
which differs slightly from the homogeneous one, the phenomenon of mul- 
tiple scattering arises, and it is of prime importance. In general, calculation 
of the multiple-scattering coherent wave for an arbitrary configuration of 
arbitrary scatterers is not possible to carry out. However, if the spacings 
between the scatterers are much larger than the wavelength, from the results 
for the single object in previous sections, we find that for the case of N 
objects, except in those thin boundary layers where the interactions between 
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the boundaries of the scatterers and the surrounding random medium are 
important, (u) satisfies 
(Vz + k2E2) (u) = O(2) (37) 
in the exterior of B, , B, ,.,., B, , the boundaries of the scatterers I, 2,... IV, 
respectively, the boundary conditions 
Fi (u>, a,) =O on &, i 
a(u) 
i = 1, 2,... N, (38) 
provided the corresponding Lgi being deterministic or approximately deter- 
ministic. Equations (37) and (38) can be solved by utilizing the methods in 
Zitron and Karp [12] and Twersky [13]. Since the methods are well known, 
we shall not reproduce them in this paper. 
6. APPENDIX 
To illustrate our results in Section 4, we calculate the coherent wave 
scattered by a lossy transparent sphere imbedded in a random medium. 
Let the center of the sphere be the origin of a spherical coordinate system 
(r, 0, q) and the incident wave be independent of v. Then the total field u 
satisfies the following system of equations, 
V% + k12[1 + EW(Y, q)12 u = 0 
where w(a, q) = 0; 
for r > a, (39) 
V2u + k,2u = 0 for t < a, 
where 6 is a small constant but 6 > 0, and 
kx r [$ - ik,(l + l .IJ) u] = 0. 
(4) 
(41) 
(42) 
(43) 
Without loss of generality, we shall assume that G,(P, f’) is independent of v 
and 7’ and (I’, 0, 0). 
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It is well known that 
G,(f, 7) = - 2 f  (2n + 1) 
oij,(k24jn’&4 - BNj,‘(~2&in(b4 
T&=0 cxj,Jk,a) k~l)‘(k,u) - /3Njn’(k,u) kA1)(kla) 
- I’,, (cos 6) kA1’(klr>) kf)(klr<) (4) 
with 
N= +, ( ) 1 N I > 1, r, = max (r, r’), and Y< = min (Y, r’). 1 
Obviously, because of kh’)(k,r) 
G,(f, 7) = O(Y)-l. (45) 
For kp < 1, we can asymptotically expand the spherical Bessel functions 
of arguments k,u and k,a appearing in (44). Then 
G,(r, 7) = O(k,u)3. (46) 
For k,u > 1, we can either utilize the well-known Watson transformation 
to change (44) into a new representation such that the leading term of the 
asymptotic expansion of the new series is enough to give an excellent asymp- 
totic representation of (44) or simply construct the asymptotic expansion 
of (44) by the “geometrical theory of diffraction.” The dominant term of 
G,(r, 7) is the externally reflected field, 
-1 
i 
u2 sin 2!P3 l/2 
‘la 2rr’ sin (Yi + YJ [( 1 + f - 2 f cos Yi)“’ ($ - sin2 Ya 1’2 
)I 
( 1 + f - 2 5 COS Y2)1’2 (5 - sin2 Y3 
112 
) I! 
4 01 cos Y3 - ,3 dN2 - sin2 Y3 a cos Y3 + /3 2/N2--TY; 1 
exp {ik,[(r2 + u2 - 2 ar cos Yr)1’2 + (Y’~ + u2 - 2 ar’cos Y1)l12]} = O(k,u)-1, 
(47) 
where the physical meaning of Yr , Y2, Y, , Y, and r’ are given in Fig. 3. 
Hence 
G#, 7) = O(k,u)-1. (48) 
We now consider the scattering of coherent waves by an acoustically 
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FIG. 3. The geometry of the scattering problem is shown. In addition, the physical 
meaning of T, I’, a, $I , & , and I& are given. 
hard sphere imbedded in a random medium. The total field u satisfies 
equations (39) (~(a, q) # 0), (43), and 
au 
ar en 
= 0. 
Upon following the same approach in the previous case, it is found that in the 
cases of K,r > 1, k,a < 1, and K,a > 1, Eqs. (45), (46), and (48), respectively, 
are true. 
A plane wave incident upon a flat interface separating two semi-infinite 
media, one of the incident side being random perturbed and the other being 
deterministic, is a limiting case of the sphere problem (a-+ CO). Hence 
(u) satisfies (32). For the case of the lossy transparent sphere, (u) on the 
side of random medium is simply 
(u) = exp [ik,fi(x sin 8 - y  cos e)] + R exp [iR,A(x sin 0 + y  cos 8)] + O(E~), 
(50) 
where 
R = ak,iicos&?3k,cosq 
ak,tz cos 8 + ,6k2 cos ~IJ ’
(51) 
0 and 9 is the angle of incidence and the angle of transmission, respectively 
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FIG. 4. The directions of propagation of incident, reflected, and transmitted waves 
are shown. 
(Fig. 4). The reflection coefficient R can be expanded into a power series of 
E as 
where 
R = R, + c2R, + O(E~), (52) 
R =akk,cos~-/3k2cosp, 
0 
ak, cos 0 + /3k, cos q 
(53) 
is the Fresnel reflection coefficient and 
R, = 
pk,( 1 + R,) [ (w2) - i2k, 1: (ei2klt - 1) C(e> de] cos Q 
2(akl cos 0 + fik, cos q) 
(54) 
is the correction term due to the randomness of the medium. For the case 
of the acoustically hard sphere, Eq. (50) is still valid except 
R = 1. (55) 
The results in Eqs. (52), (53), (54), and (55) agree with that of Chen [14] in 
which a more elementary approach is adopted. 
409/16/3 -3 
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